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Thank You for Helping Us Equip Zambia's Future Ministry
Leaders

Wins and Progress

The Grace Institute Zambia has undergone significant transformations in recent months, focusing on
enhancing its academic structure, engaging with key stakeholders, and planning for an expanded
educational approach. The organization has made crucial strides in curriculum development, staff
recruitment, and strategic partnerships. That includes restructuring many aspects of the organization and
introducing a new school director to handle all academic matters.

As we move forward, the Institute aims to provide holistic theological education, preparing students for
effective ministry work.
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A F F I L I A T E D  M E M B E R S  W I T H :
Spending of funds is confined to approved programs and projects. If any given need has
been met or cannot be completed, the understanding is that the gift will then be used

where it is most needed or where another opportunity of similar nature exists.

School Director Rev. Andrew Sakala
on Radio Christian Voice

New School Director: The addition of Rev Andrew Sakala, a seasoned
professional in theological training, as the new School Director brings
a wealth of experience to the institution. His consultancy has already
initiated pivotal adjustments in preparation for a full-time role starting
in January 2024.

1.

Updated Curriculum: Adjustments in the curriculum, extending the
Bible Training Center for Pastors modules and incorporating additional
courses, ensure a comprehensive educational experience for students.

2.

Engagement with Churches/Organizations: Successful meetings
with influential figures in various churches and organizations have
been instrumental in building credibility and support for the Institute.

3.

Satellites Phasing Out: The strategic phase-out plan for existing
satellite schools ensures a smooth transition for current students while
aligning with the new educational model.

4.



Immediate Needs
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Utilizing Current Premises: The decision to repurpose
the existing office premises for classrooms provides an
opportunity to accommodate more students, enhancing
the Institute's capacity.
Lean Budget: Efforts to seek financial support from
churches and leaders are underway to sustainably
cover operational costs and student tuition.
Radio Advertising: The Institute’s presence on Radio
Christian Voice and One Love Radio has generated
positive feedback, increasing inquiries and application
submissions.

5.

6.

7.

Meet the staff at TGIZ!

Two-Year Rental: Additional funds are required to
cover the upcoming lease and potential increment,
ensuring the Institute's operational stability.

1.

Classroom Chairs and Bathrooms: Procuring chairs
with writing pads for students and upgrading
restroom facilities are essential for the upcoming
academic session's commencement.

2.

SPECIAL FUNDRAISER - Give a Seat of Knowledge!
With potentially up to 30 students gearing up for the upcoming term in February,
your contribution of $150 will furnish a student with a vital tool for their
educational journey – a desk. Your generosity will help us create a conducive
learning space that aligns with the cultural needs of our students. 

With your support, we’re not just providing desks; we’re enabling an atmosphere
where students can engage, share ideas, and thrive.

$150 

per desk

Will you help us meet this urgent need by Jan 15th?

Join Us on This Journey of Transformative Education!
The Grace Institute Zambia is poised for a transformative journey in providing quality
theological education. Your support in funding desks for students and contributing to
operational needs will directly impact the educational experience of aspiring ministers and
ensure the Institute’s sustainability.
Thank you for considering supporting The Grace Institute Zambia's mission to equip and
empower future leaders in ministry. 

Church building used for class in Kabanana.
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